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Better Available Light Digital Photography, Second Edition: How to Make the Most of Your Night and Low-Light ShotsFocal Press, 2008

	When learning and refi ning their skills, most photographers progress through three distinct phases. The fi rst stage occurs immediately after they get their fi rst “good” camera and begin discovering the potential of the medium. During this time, novice shooters photographically explore their world with a high level of...
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The Pyramid Builders of Ancient Egypt: A Modern Investigation of Pharaoh's WorkforceRoutledge, 1997

	In this engrossing detective story, Rosalie David uncovers a fascinating picture of Kahun, a pyramid workmens' town excavated in 1887. In David's hands, the Egyptian builders of the pyramids are revealed as simple people, leading ordinary lives while they are engaged in building the great tomb for a Pharaoh. They worry about their...
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Fundamentals of Graphics Communication with AutoDESK 2008 Inventor DVDMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	Engineering and technical graphics have gone through
	significant changes in the last decade, due to the use of
	computers and CAD software. It seems as if some new
	hardware or software development that impacts technical
	graphics is occurring every year. Although these changes
	are important to the subject of technical graphics, there...
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Programming Jakarta Struts, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2004
Over the last few years, web development has turned a very important  corner. Gone are the days when Java™ developers  wrestled with a single JSP that contained presentation logic,  database access via SQL, and navigational intelligence. Java web  developers have learned from their mistakes, paid the price in  debugging and...
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Machine Tools for High Performance MachiningSpringer, 2008
The machine tool has been, is and no doubt will be, a key factor in industrial and equipment evolution, and as such, improving man’s quality of life. Both its evolution and perfectioning have come about due to the sectors where used and have likewise improved their products due to machinery improvements.

Machines have changed...
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Fire Your BossWilliam Morrow, 2004

	Fire Your Boss And Hire Yourself.


	Impossible? Not according to nationally bestselling author Stephen M. Pollan. As he says in this new and empowering book, "You don't have to accept your current work situation. You can be in control of your job and your stream of income, so you're never again subject to the whims,...
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Oracle Database 10g: A Beginner's Guide (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2004
Oracle Database 10g marks the latest release by a company that has  experienced a meteoric rise to success over the past 25-plus years. They have  been grossing many billions of dollars annually for many years, vending a suite  of solutions powered by their flagship product—the Oracle database. It has gone  through many changes in...
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Linux Troubleshooting for System Administrators and Power Users (Hewlett-Packard Professional Books)Prentice Hall, 2006
Linux is a fast-growing operating system with power and appeal, and enterprises worldwide are quickly adopting the system to utilize its benefits. But as with all operating systems, performance problems do occur causing system administrators to scramble into action. Finally, there is a complete reference for troubleshooting...
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Real Time Programming: Languages, Specification & VerificationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2002

	The primary aim of this monograph is to present the current research efforts that have gone into/or going on in the systematic design of real-time programs. Such an effort would help researchers and users in the area to get a clear picture of the issues of specification, verification and design of real-time reactive programs. It will clearly...
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Fixed Mobile Convergence (McGraw-Hill Communications Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
It would be an understatement to say that a book on fixed-mobile convergence is very he was convinced that mobile phones work off the satellites up in the sky—how an educated person in our enlightened times can be so technically unaware! We then kept him amused for about 15 minutes with a description of a highly developed terrestrial...
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Relational Database Index Design and the OptimizersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Improve the performance of relational databases with indexes designed for today's hardware
Over the last few years, hardware and software have advanced beyond all recognition, so it's hardly surprising that relational database performance now receives much less attention. Unfortunately, the reality is that the improved hardware hasn't kept pace...
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Endurance: Winning Life's Majors the Phil Mickelson WayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005


	As one of the five clubs that founded the United States Golf

	Association and with the first and oldest clubhouse in the

	United States (opened in 1892), Shinnecock Hills in

	Southampton, New York, is America’s version of St. Andrews,

	a links course bathed in beauty and rock-hard difficulty colored

	most brilliantly by...
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